THE COMPARATIVE POLITICS WORKSHOP

Spring 2017 Calendar
Meets on Wednesdays at 3:00PM in Pick 506 (5828 S. University Ave.)

Apr. 13
( noon, Thursday)

Jennifer Gandhi, Emory University
Expanding the Pie: Compensating Losers in Authoritarian Regimes
(co-authored with Ora John Reuter, University of Wisconsin)

Apr. 19

Pablo Beramendi, Duke University
Democracy under High Inequality: Political Participation and Public Goods
(co-authored with Francesc Amat, Universitat Pompeu Fabra)

Apr. 26

Aditi Shirodkar, University of Chicago
Faith in Conquest: The Politics of Conversion

May 3

Jonathan DePoyster, University of Chicago
Clientelism and the Local Dynamics of Electoral Violence in West Africa

May 10

Timothy Pachirat, University of Massachusetts Amherst
Are We All Phalaris Now? Pleasure, Pain, and In(visible) Suffering in These Modern Times

May 17

Adria Lawrence, Johns Hopkins University
Colonial Approaches to Governance: Direct and Indirect Rule in French Algeria

May 24

Maryam Alemzadeh, University of Chicago (Sociology)
Formalizing Informality: Iranian Revolutionary Militias’ Unconventional Establishment

May 31

Joy Langston, Centro de Investigación y Docencia Económicas (CIDE)
Co-partisan Campaign Support and Party Factions: Congressional Campaigning in Mexico

Papers are available in advance online at http://voices.uchicago.edu/compol/
All inquiries should be addressed to the workshop coordinator Fahad Sajid at fmsajid@uchicago.edu.
Persons with a disability who need assistance should contact the coordinator in advance.